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2. Autonomy System Risk
We have built a prototype model, Autonomo,
which quantifies risk using the concept of risk exposure [2]. The risk exposure in a system is defined to be
the sum, over all sources of loss, of the probability that
the loss occurs multiplied by the magnitude of the loss.
Our initial implementation of Autonomo computes
the risk exposure for an autonomy software system for
each risk taken from a taxonomy of autonomy software
risks, a fragment of which is shown in figure 2. Each
node is labeled by a risk category. Children represent
subcategories of their parent. A node’s children do not
necessarily form an exhaustive or pairwise disjoint set.

1. Introduction
Software development projects differ in many ways:
domain, personnel, programming language and features used, complexity, use of tools etc. These differences affect the number, nature and distribution of
defects in the software produced. We believe that significant improvements in verification and validation efficiency can be achieved by tailoring the choice and
ordering of verification and validation tools to suit the
characteristics of the software project, compared to using a fixed verification and validation strategy which
does not take into account these characteristics. For example, applying a software model checking tool which
specializes in detecting currency errors will not be effective when the software being validated contains little
or no concurrency.
Recently, we have constructed a prototype model
of risk for autonomy software. We have focused on
this domain because autonomy enables unique capabilities for future space exploration such as automated
rendezvous and docking and integrated system health
management (ISHM), but uncertain risks in the development and deployment of autonomy systems create a
barrier to its use [4]. Our broad goal is to remove this
barrier by developing a model which can quantify autonomy risk. Most of our model is applicable to other
software domains.
The model computes a measure of the risk in an
autonomy software system, based on attributes of the
software development and on a specification of the risks
present in the system. It then computes a measure of
the expected utility of different verification and validation tools if applied to the system, and presents the
model user with a recommendation for the order in
which verification and validation (V&V) tools should
be applied in order to reduce the system risk as quickly
as possible.
We have used a prototype implementation of the
model to compare the effectiveness of V&V strategies recommended by the tool with fixed V&V strategies. Depending on the risks present in the autonomy software system under study, the recommended
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Figure 2. Fragment of risk taxonomy.
In order to apply the model to an autonomy software system, the model user must first provide values
of the inputs for the COQUALMO model [1] which
summarize aspects of the software development process
including number of lines of code developed, skill levels of programmers and analysts, real time constraints,
and aspects of the software verification and validation
process, for example level of use of automated testing. From these attributes, COQUALMO estimates
the number of defects which will remain in the software product after development and divides them into
requirements, design and defect errors (3 of the top 4
nodes of our risk taxonomy — the 4th is “operational”).
Next, the user specifies which risks are applicable to
the system in question. Risks are selected from the taxonomy of autonomy risks, which is part of the model.
As indicated in figure 2, each node in the taxonomy
is assigned a relative frequency. The risk exposure for
the risk labeling some node is the risk exposure of its
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Figure 1. Effectiveness of recommended V&V strategies versus a fixed strategy for 3 risk scenarios.
parent multiplied by this frequency. The risk exposures for the top level categories are computed as some
fixed multiple of the number of defects for that category estimated by COQUALMO. The taxonomy and
the relative frequencies have so far been constructed
on the basis of the best judgment of the authors. We
plan on using defect categories and data from orthogonal defect classification [3] carried out in the aerospace
and other domains to give a more scientific basis for
these.

tion of applicable risks are based on discussions with
developers of that system. We compared the effectiveness of autonomos recommended verification and validation strategy with a fixed (but good) strategy in
various scenarios: 1. the prototype flight subsystem,
2. a version of that subsystem in which we artificially
elevated the levels of software requirements errors, 3.
a version of that subsystem with artificially elevated
levels of concurrency errors. Figure 1 shows the risk
reduction profile achieved by the recommended versus
fixed V&V strategies. Each curve shows how risk exposure reduces as tools are applied in sequence, the upper
curve representing the fixed V&V strategy, the lower
curve the strategy recommended by Autonomo. The
results demonstrate that for some types of software,
the strategy recommended by the model may perform
significantly better than a fixed strategy. For example, for nominal risk levels,the recommended strategy
reduces risk exposure to 80000 with roughly half the
cost of the fixed strategy.
The method of calculating risk exposure and risk
reduction outlined in this document requires us to produce reasonably accurate estimates of the relative frequency of different risk types. We are also working on
a complementary approach, which estimates risk exposure without separately estimating probabilities and
loss values.

3. Rational Verification and Validation
We are less interested in the total risk exposure for
the system than we are in how best to reduce that risk.
The model therefore contains a taxonomy of V&V tools
which can be applied to reduce risk exposure. For each
htool, riski pair, the model contains a measure from
0 to 1 inclusive which specifies the effectiveness of the
tool, i.e. what proportion of the risk exposure due to
that risk is removed by application of the tool. Some
of these measures have been derived from experiments
carried out by RIACS staff at NASA Ames.
Finally, for each verification tool in the risk mitigation taxonomy, the model estimates the cost of applying that verification tool to the software system. For
most verification tools, this cost is estimated to be a
percentage of the total software development cost.
Given a specification of the development attributes
and specific risks for an autonomy software system, the
model computes the risk exposure for each risk category, and for each verification tool, the reduction in
risk exposure achieved by applying that tool to the
software system. The model recommends an ordering
of V&V tools with those which provide the highest risk
reduction per unit cost first.
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4. Results
We applied our model to a prototype autonomous
flight subsystem. The COQUALMO inputs and selec2

